When You Vote, Know What You Are Getting!

From the Left -- Democrats

Censor free speech; government colludes with Big Tech to silence conservatives, especially Trump and his supporters.

We don’t know what a woman is, we don’t want to use the word “mother,” and men can get pregnant.

Sex education starts in kindergarten. Schools teach children that a boy can be a girl, a girl can be a boy, they can use each other’s bathrooms. Men can compete in women’s sports. Teachers must help them “transition” and conceal this from parents. Doctors must perform transition surgeries even if they object. “Drag queens” read to our pre-school children.

Critical Race Theory is taught from kindergarten on so our children understand that the U.S. was built on a foundation of systemic racism.

Bring on the biggest inflation in 40 years, with unbearable gas and grocery prices; blame it on Russia.

Spy on and raid your political opponents; weaponize government institutions for partisan purposes.

We have lost our Southern border; it is wide open to anyone who wants to enter the U.S., no matter what their criminal record might be or what disease they might be carrying.

Immigration officers are deemed as racist; immigration laws are ignored; eliminate the federal Department of Immigration and Customs Enforcement.

Crime is out of control; murder rate is the highest it’s been in 25 years; say the police are racist; defund them. Criminals should be released onto our streets.

Oppose voter ID requirements and take away the rights of states to implement election security.

Fentanyl is the leading cause of death for Americans 18-45, yet do not continue to classify it as a deadly drug. Call for decriminalizing all drugs, including heroin and cocaine.

Abortion must be available through all nine months of pregnancy, for any reason, and be fully paid for by U.S. taxpayers. Do not enforce any laws that protect the unborn or regulate abortion.

Call Pregnancy resource “fake clinics” that should be investigated, and take no action when they are physically attacked.

Judges are appointed who see the Constitution as fluid and read it according to their policy preferences.

Hire 87,000 new IRS agents, and tell them they need to be ready to use deadly force!

Embarrass America on the world stage by leaving Americans and military equipment in Afghanistan.

End energy independence of America; instead, beg from other nations who hate us.

Tell faith groups they have to be quiet about their faith to get government grants and contracts; treat religious freedom as discrimination; impose vaccine mandates despite faith objections.
From the Right -- Republicans

Limit the federal government and promote state and local rights.

Empower the free market by getting rid of needless regulations.

Open the schools, and then teach our children reading, writing and arithmetic.

Let parents choose the schools their children attend. Protect the rights of parents to educate their children.

Promote religious freedom for all; don’t tell religious groups they have to be quiet about their faith.

Protect conscience rights. End vaccine mandates that force citizens to choose between their jobs and their faith.

Protect the unborn from brutal dismemberment by abortion. Do not force taxpayer funding of abortion.

The right to bear arms applies to all Americans, not just criminals and IRS agents.

Secure our borders; insist that immigration proceed legally; enforce and reform our immigration laws. Send deadly gang members back to the countries from which they came.

Strengthen our military.

Secure our elections so that it is easier to vote and harder to cheat.

Make America energy independent by supporting the oil and gas industry and encouraging private sector innovation.

Banish all thought of defunding the police.

Do not decriminalize drugs. Continue classification of fentanyl as a deadly drug.

Defend Americans’ freedom of speech, including on social media, in the pulpits, and on campuses.

Promote patriotic education; instill a knowledge and love of American history and the American flag.

Drain the swamp by making it possible to fire federal employees who try to hinder the agenda of the duly elected president.

Appoint judges who interpret and apply the Constitution as it was written and understood by the Founders, regardless of the political views of the judges.

Put America First.
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